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OmniFunds was built to out-
perform the competition.   
The advantage OmniFunds has 
over other investment approaches, 
including the Robo Advisors, 
is that each fund periodically 
“switches” into new equities  
that are poised to go up in the 
next timeframe.  

We now have five “Pro” OmniFunds (also called 
“SuperFunds”) – ALL OF WHICH ARE BEATING THE 
MARKET SO FAR THIS YEAR, and once again, beating the 
Robo Advisors.  After nearly two years of operation, we have 
consistent proof that the OmniFunds concept is a winner!

Our leading SuperFund is Weekly Aggressive, shown above.  
This Pro OmniFund switches between equities on a weekly 
basis, depending on the strength and weakness of a select 
list of stocks.  

This OmniFund generated a 23% return in 2018 while the 
market was down 6.6% in the same time period.  That’s 
nearly a 30% spread in performance – in a year where the 
Robo Advisors lost 8% for their clients.   

So far in 2019, Weekly Aggressive is up 20% compared 
to 11% for the market.  Let’s explore how this powerful 
platform can consistently achieve these high gains...

Weekly Aggressive SuperFund 
Gains 23% in 2018
Up 20% so far this year!

S&P 500

Weekly Aggressive 
SuperFund

Logarithmic  
Price Scale

Released 
May ‘17
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A Better Investment Solution
Most investment platforms place assets 
into ETFs, with the idea that in the long 
term, the specific mix will appreciate. 
Unfortunately, this is not always the case! 
We know that large draw downs and 
losses can come from being in the wrong 
investments at the wrong time. 

OmniFunds generates superior returns, 
with less risk, by applying THREE  
KEY concepts. 

Market State Sets the Stage 

The first step in the process is assessing 
Market States. In 30 years of trading 
experience, we have learned that it is best 
not to trade the same stocks or ETFs in all 
market conditions. If the market is steadily 
trending up, a classic Stock/Bond mix will 
work fine. 

But if the market breaks key support or 
becomes extremely volatile, we want to 
take a defensive posture, even going to 
cash. So, in OmniFunds, we detect these 
changes in the market and adjust the target 
symbol lists accordingly, as shown in the 
diagram to the right. 

Filters Help Avoid Losses 

There are times when, even in a trending 
market, we want to avoid certain symbols. 
They may simply be too volatile, or 
may be under selling pressure for some 
fundamental reason. Simply avoiding 
stocks or ETFs that are unlikely to 
appreciate can be a very good thing for  
our accounts. 

The Selection Process 

The true power of OmniFunds becomes 
clear in the selection process. Given a list 
of ETFs in (say) the Bond category, we can 
use special indicators to rank the symbols 
to select those that are the most likely  
to appreciate.

Switching Assets based on Market State
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OmniFunds Pro was designed to develop 
SuperFunds that withstand difficult markets 
and outperform in bullish markets.  Recent 
performance shows that they have accomplished 
that goal with flying colors!

2018 proved to be an extremely difficult market, 
but our SuperFunds were able to not only avoid 
the losses of the broad market, but they were able 
to post exceptional returns.

In 2019, the market has been extremely bullish 
so far, but our SuperFunds have not only been 
able to keep up, they are outperforming the 
market significantly.

These incredible SuperFunds were developed 
in our OmniFunds Lab, which is available for 
OmniFunds Pro owners to create their own 
personal SuperFunds.

A SuperFund for Every Objective

Weekly Aggressive, featured on page 2, is  based 
on weekly switching, and shows the highest 
growth so far in 2019.

High Growth, shown to the right, has averaged 
an incredible 54% since 2005 and is also 
dramatically ahead of the market.

Defensive Stocks switches into stocks that 
typically go up in market corrections, and it has 
continually excelled in bearish conditions..

Ultra Aggressive trades the market aggressively 
by switching every two days.  It’s also beating 
the market in 2019 and has shown a strong 48% 
average gain since 2005.

Finally, Max Diversity (not shown) was designed 
to diversify across multiple market segments, 
making it a strong performer with exceptional 
risk control.

Stellar Performance

High Growth – Exceptionally high average annual growth

Defensive Stocks – A SuperFund that excels in difficult markets

Ultra Aggressive – High Returns through aggressive switching
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The Lab:  A Powerful Tool for Building OmniFunds

High Growth – Exceptionally high average annual growth

Defensive Stocks – A SuperFund that excels in difficult markets

Ultra Aggressive – High Returns through aggressive switching

Create Your Own OmniFunds 

The OmniFunds Lab provides users with the 
ability to create their very own OmniFunds! 
With Lab access, you can easily control every 
aspect of the OmniFund process. Creating a 
custom OmniFund is easy, thanks to  
the new OmniFunds Lab.

There are many reasons a user may want to 
create their own OmniFund. They may want 
to focus on a specific area of the market, like 
Tech Stocks, or create a fund based on recent 
IPO stocks, or even test an idea using Inverse 
ETFs. The sky’s the limit!

Users can quickly create their own 
OmniFund by selecting a Conservative and 
Aggressive Portfolio from the list. Anyone 
can do it. Additional levels of customization 
are available at the user’s discretion. 

Performance 
Statistics

Symbol 
Universe

Available  
OmniFunds

Portfolios in 
selected Fund

Powerful yet Easy to Use
OmniFunds owners use the Lab to create their own, customized OmniFunds. Lab owners also gain access to ongoing 
ideas generated within the OmniFunds community as to how to further improve results, including the use of ATM to 
experiment with new ideas. The OmniFunds Lab is worth its weight in gold!
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continued from page 4...

2018 was one of the most difficult markets 
that we have seen in years. The S&P 500 
Index was down -6.59% for the year, and 
most Robo Advisors were down more  
than that. 

Wouldn’t it be better to actually MAKE 
money in a down market? If you had been 
in our SuperFunds, you would have! All  
our SuperFunds beat the market in 2018, 
with Weekly Aggressive leading the way 
with an amazing 23% gain!

2019 has seen a strong bullish recovery 
from the drastic selloff at the end of 2018. 
While an 11% market return is impressive, 
what’s even MORE impressive is the fact 
that every one of our Super Funds is 
outperforming it!

Intelligent Fund Management, LLC just secured SEC 
Approval to launch our Asset-Under-Management version of 
OmniFunds, which will be called iOmniFunds.

20 Seats Just Opened!

We just opened 20 “Pro” seats to help fuel 
the final preparations for launch.  This is your 
chance to get in on the ground floor and benefit 
for years to come!

Our SuperFunds will be available in iOmniFunds 
for a 2% AUM Fee.  However, those who 
purchase OmniFunds “Pro” ahead of the 
iOmniFunds launch will be able to continue to 
use them in the current MyOmniFunds platform 
with no fees charged – ever. 

That’s a savings of 2% per year!

SuperFunds

ALL our OmniFunds “Pro” SuperFunds are beating the 
market so far in 2019.  In addition, each SuperFund...

•  Has dramatically outperformed the market since 2005.

•  Avoided the Market Crash of 2008

•  Is Near Equity Highs.

SuperFund Performance so far in 2019

Last chance to “Go Pro”
Call 1-800-880-0338 

or visit: http://www.MyOmniFunds.com/Pro
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Don’t Miss this Opportunity to “Go Pro” and
Gain Access to Our SuperFunds with ZERO FEES. 

Last chance to “Go Pro”
Call 1-800-880-0338 

or visit: http://www.MyOmniFunds.com/Pro
The results shown are based on simulated or hypothetical performance results, including results stated since release. Hypothetical results have certain inherent limitations. Unlike 
the results shown in an actual performance record, these results do not represent actual trading. Also, because these trades have not actually been executed, these results may 
have under-or over-compensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity. Simulated or hypothetical trading programs in general are also subject 
to the fact that they are designed with the benefit of hindsight. No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to these being 
shown. Past performance, whether actual or indicated by historical tests of strategies, is no guarantee of future performance or succeed

Weekly Aggressive 
SuperFund

S&P 500

Logarithmic  
Price Scale

Released 
May ‘17

OmniFunds Lab - Reg $2,995. Special Offer: Now just $1,495 
The OmniFunds lab lets you fully customize an OmniFund. Select from our pre-defined Aggressive and 
Conservative Portfolios. Or, create your own with your Symbols and Market States (from our Library). It’s the 
best way to trade what you want to trade, how you want to trade it. The OmniFunds Lab comes with a 90 day 
Money Back Guarantee.

OmniFunds “Pro” SuperFunds  - Reg $5,000. Special Offer: Now just $3,500
Enjoy access to ALL SuperFunds featured in this mailer! When launched in our AUM model, these funds will 
be available at a charge of 2.0% of Assets Under Management in iOmniFunds. But as a Pro owner, you can 
continue to use them in MyOmniFunds with zero fees. OmniFunds Pro licensees also get the Lab free. We are 
limiting access in this release to 20 new OmniFunds Pro Users. This is the chance of a lifetime to secure your 
seat before launch AND - you can use any SuperFund now, while we prepare for launch. 

 “IFM has engaged Nirvana Systems to develop, register, and deploy OmniFunds as a new 
‘Robo Advisor’. Once launched, IFM will begin charging Assets Under Management fees. 
The good news is, we just opened 20 OmniFunds Pro seats. This is your chance to gain 
unlimited future access to our ‘SuperFunds’ prior to launch. Now is the time to get on 
board!”  – Ed Downs


